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Objective

Data Sources & Integration

Interaction & Analysis: The AlloSphere

We seek to design, build, and demonstrate a prototype
real-time immersive virtual reality test-bed consisting of:

The campus and surrounding neighborhood of the University of
California at Santa Barbara serves as the test-bed for the model
because it includes activities and is described by many of the
same data sources that would be found operationally. The
campus is a built environment, with buildings from one to ten
stories high. It includes high and low traffic flows of cars,
bicycles, and pedestrians. It has movement cycles that are
hourly, daily, weekly, quarterly, and annual. We believe that by
selecting this data set we can build spin-off campus
applications, and attract other students to work on the project
from various disciplines. It also ensures an unclassified test bed
that nevertheless has many characteristics of urban areas of
different densities.

Housed in the California Nanosystems Institute at the University of California at Santa Barbara,
the AlloSphere is a 10 meter diameter spherical space in which fully immersive, interactive,
stereoscopic/pluriphonic virtual environments can be experienced. Scientifically, it is an
instrument for gaining insight and developing sensory intuition about environments into which the
body cannot venture. We seek to make the sphere’s surface the vehicle for visual information
discovery in real-time video streams from a network of sound-capable and location and
orientation-aware cameras.

1. Integrated three-dimensional geodata, including aerial
and terrestrial LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging)
scans, color imagery, blueprints, and maps.
2. Streaming, real-time input from a network of cameras
strategically placed on buildings to provide moving
and recorded imagery that can be mapped onto the 3D
environment.
3. An immersive visualization environment - The
AlloSphere.
4. Tools to annotate, interact with, trace, and sonify the
virtual space for interpretation by multiple,
interacting analysts

We will use the test bed to answer the following
research questions:

The base layer of terrain, structures, and vegetation comes from
two LiDAR datasets. The first was acquired in 2006 from an
airborne platform, and has a resolution of approximately six
inches. The second was acquired from a terrestrial scanner, and
features even higher higher (~4 inch) resolution. The first
phase of our research emphasizes the integration of these two
data sets with the goal of correctly parsing from the point cloud,
in an automated or semi-automated fashion, highly detailed
three-dimensional objects. These objects, combined with other
sources of geodata (e.g., maps, imagery, and three-dimensional
digital building models), form the background of the model.

1. How best can data from multiple sources, with
different time stamps, resolutions, and extents
(including data gaps) be fused to provide an
integrated and interactive immersive inquiry
environment?
2. How can past-time real-time, and hyper-time
representations be integrated to assist in the
interpretation of specific events, e.g. public
gatherings, unusual behavior, or accidents?
3. How can immersive imagery, both static and
moving, be annotated with glyphs, graphics, and
sound?
4. What are the preferred user-specified mechanisms
for interaction with the test-bed environment?

Dynamic objects are integrated into the model via a network of
video and audio recording devices. These real-time feeds
contain geocontext information (GPS derived position and
digital compass derived three-axis orientation). Traditional
computer vision techniques are used to decompose images into
objects. The three-dimensional locations of these objects can
then be determined using stereo photogrammetry techniques,
and various attributes can be assigned to the objects including
estimates of size, velocity, and spectral signature. These
attributes, in concert with interactions between objects, can be
used to intelligently analyze the data record for behavioral
patterns, including traffic flows and atypical behavior (e.g.,
accidents, clustering, or object combination or separation).

Research Questions
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Figure 1. Airborne LiDAR visualization

The AlloSphere hardware is custom-designed, and incorporates next generation opaque projection
with an extraordinarily low reflectance, making projector image edge blending easier. Much of it
has no prior precedent. The main technical and functional innovations of the AlloSphere can be
summarized as follows:
1. A spherical environment with a full 4π steradians of visual information. Spherical immersive
systems enhance feelings of immersion and depth.
2. Combines state-of-the-art techniques both on virtual audio and visual data spatialization. The
AlloSphere will eventually be a fully immersive audio environment.
3. An interactive multimodal environment. Touch controls via the causeway’s handrail have
already been developed, and work is underway to include voice and gesture interaction.
4. The containing cube is a large, fully anechoic chamber and the details such as room modes or
screen reflectivity were carefully taken into consideration during the building design.
5. It allows for up to twenty people to interact and collaborate on a common research task.

Figure 2. Terrestrial LiDAR scan.

Figure 3. Terrestrial LiDAR scan.

Figures 4 (left) and 5 (right). Photograph and representation of the AlloSphere.
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Please contact pingel@geog.ucsb.edu. More information on this and
related projects can be obtained at www.geog.ucsb.edu/~pingel.
For more information about the AlloSphere Project at UCSB, please
visit www.allosphere.ucsb.edu on the web.

